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Primitive you and me



Problems encountered by individuals

• Water
• Food
• Space

• Locomotion
• Health

• Reproduction
• Security *

• Ever changing needs 

• Survival of the species 
or our race



Education
(Cerca trova – seek and ye shall find)

Equip one with the ability 
the ability to define the problem

& to provide the solution
that fits the context

to meet the needs of individuals
& 

beyond



Prussian Military Operation
• Efficiency
• Compartmentalization
• Standardization
• Mass production



How do problems change?
Scaled in magnitude

One vs many

1.4 vs 8 billion

Big vs small



Additional Features to be Addressed

Transformed
Complex

Redefined

NOVEL!



It is faster with
more details squeezed in

Compression of time 
per task

The PACE



Solutions?
Would they be the same?

Education
Should it be operated differently?



Core competence

Domain-specific knowledge/practical skills 
Data literacy 

Numerical literacy
Humanic – Animalistic literacy



Key approach I:
Evolution!

Embrace diversity
Exploration
Integration
Adaptation

& 
Be eliminated when you fail



Embrace Variations & Diversity

Which works better in 
what context?

Explore 
and be ready to fail!



Adaptation and adjustment

It deals with incremental changes with lots of variations



Integration is the King!



Key approach II:
Revolution but stay focus!

Disrupt it and accept changes
Be sensitive and focus on 

the NEEDS



Educational Innovations
Programs:

• Interdisciplinary Major (UG/PG)
• Individualized Major (UG)
• Double Degree (UG & PG)
• Vertical Double Degree  
• Triple Degree (WBB)
• Triple individualized Degree



Pedagogy:
• Experiential Learning 
• Projects-guided curriculum (ISD)
• Practicum based program
• Redefinition of domains
• Instructor-less Classes
• Classroom-less Classes 

(Minerva Scholar)
• Community Based Classes
• Virtual Exchange (inter-university)
• Bite-Size Courses
• Student-initiated Courses
• Defining the questions and goals

Formal Analyses

Empirical Analyses

Multimodal 
Communications

Complex Systems



Talent Development:

• Dual Program (Blurring 2°/3°)
• Practitioner-Tertiary-Secondary-

Primary integration 
• Community Build-up
• Parent-student axis development
• Cater for a broad diversity –

generalists, explorers, reframer, 
innovator, etc. 



“Enlightenment is the triumph of the human being 

over his self-imposed immaturity.  Immaturity is the 

lack of ability to make use of one’s own intellect 

without the guidance of someone else.  This 

immaturity is self-imposed when the cause is not a 

lack of intellect but a lack of courage to make use of 

that intellect.  Enlightenment demands nothing more 

than freedom—the freedom that consists of making 

public use under all circumstances of one’s reason.   

For it is the birthright of every human being to think 

for himself.”    (Kant, 1783)



Are educational institutions 
around the world going after these goals?

Versatility,
Diversity and breadth, 

Disruptive changes.
So that,

Enlightenment and self discovery 
can be achieved.
You have the answer! 
If you have hesitation,

we collectively have a problem!



Education is not for killing creativity.
It is about nurturing curiosity & diversity

to give a platform for 
the full development of our/your intellect.



Thank you.


